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3.0 Benefits

4.1.4 Funds (listed, SFS or AIT) that can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of London Stock Exchange that their public
prospectus, investment strategy and active investments are
aligned with the FTSE Environmental Markets Classification

Climate Governance Score
and Tool
3.1

Existing issuers:

Raised profile and visibility among investors that are focussed on the
Green Economy in addition to all current listing benefits.

4.2

London Stock Exchange retains sole discretion to allow, refuse
or revoke qualification for the Green Economy Mark.

4.3

London Stock Exchange may allow Issuers that have qualified
for the Green Economy Mark to retain it (at the sole discretion
of London Stock Exchange) for an agreed period, should their
green revenue percentage fall temporarily and marginally
below the 50% threshold.

4.4

Qualification for the Green Economy Mark does not influence
coverage or index inclusion by FTSE Russell, which is
governed exclusively by FTSE Russell. However, it
establishes alignment with FTSE Russell’s methodology

Note: This is included within current listing fees and does not change
current listing rules and requirements.
3.2

New Issuers (Primary or Secondary listings):

An additional reason to list in London to benefit from visibility to
green-focussed investors at IPO as a new Green Economy issuer and
inclusion within London Stock Exchange’s international Green
Economy cohort for events, networking and profile opportunities.
3.3

All Issuers:

Why
has it been
created?
• Methodology
alignment
with FTSE Russell equity index inclusion /
overweighting criteria on climate and green revenues indexes

The
global
needs
to undergo
an industrial
transition
to
• Be
parteconomy
of a cohort
of Green
Economy
companies
invited to
rapidly
decarbonise,
with
significant
implications
for
business
and
dedicated events and collectively profiled in periodic
the investment community. The finance and investment sectors are
communication campaigns as well as an annual Sustainable
increasingly re-allocating capital to reflect this; moving capital away
Finance event.
from companies with potentially unaddressed climate risks and
towards
those Asset
with clear
transition
plans.
• Marketing
(Green
Economy
Mark) for use on the issuer’s
own London Stock Exchange web site profile page and marketing
Many
investors are also subject
making to
commitments
to align
their
materials/platforms,
the appropriate
Terms
& portfolios
with Conditions.
net-zero. They do this using a wide variety of climate and ESG
data, indexes, and ratings providers that collect publicly disclosed
3.4
Investors:
company
information.
• Visibility of the green economy across London Stock Exchange
It is therefore vital that companies effectively disclose and
markets & segments for international public equity.
communicate their approach to climate change, their strategies,
• Greater
and greenassociated
economy market
engagement
and
how theyissuer
are managing
risks and
opportunities.
opportunities via events and analysis.
Every company will face risks and opportunities related to climate
change to some degree. They are also responsible for greenhouse
gas emissions, whether directly in their operations, or indirectly from
4.0energy
Qualification
criteria
the
they purchase or
from the emissions produced in their
supply chain. As the costs associated with emissions rise, the greater
the
fromEconomy
a company
andisits
supply chain,
then
the greater
4.1 emissions
The Green
Mark
awarded
to equity
issuers
listed
the potential
costs Stock
it mustExchange’s
bear. Companies
are increasingly
on London
Main Market
or AIM, in aware
any
that investors,
regulators,
clients, and employees are all requiring
segment
as follows:
them to decarbonise their businesses and be transparent in the
4.1.1 The issuer
included
within FTSE Russell’s Green Revenues
climate-related
dataisthey
provide.
data model, with green revenues publicly disclosed, or
estimated by FTSE Russell, which meet or exceed 50% of
annual revenue for the most recent year*
4.1.2 The
issuer
is includedGovernance
in FTSE Environmental
Technology
What
is the
Climate
Score?
Index Series and meets or exceeds 50% green revenues.

4.1.3London
The issuer
is not covered
by FTSE
Russell research
The
Stock Exchange’s
Climate
Governance
Score is or
indexesof
and
provides acarbon
mapping
of its revenues
against the
an assessment
companies’
management
practices
Green Revenues
Taxonomy
that, in aggregate,
and incorporation
of climate
change considerations
into represent
business50%
strategies.
or more of total annual company revenues

It is also a practical measure of how far a company has progressed
towards the core elements of climate reporting defined by the Task
Force on Climate-Related Disclosures. Since January 2021, the FCA
has required all premium listed companies to report on their climate

performance against TCFD recommendations. Earlier in 2021,
it5.0
consulted
on expanding the requirements to all standard listed
Governance
companies. (see Governance section for more detail)
5.1
Methodology
The Climate Governance Score is an educational resource to help
5.1.1 To ensure
robust,
credible and
investor-relevant
companies
assess atheir
performance,
compare
against industry
methodology
underlying
the Green in
Economy
Mark,them
London
peers, and
identify areas
for improvement;
turn enabling
Stock
Exchange
applies the taxonomy
and
data
from
theof
to maintain
access
to sustainability-led
investors
and
a low
cost
capital. By
successfully
integrating
climate
change into
business
FTSE
Environmental
Markets
Classification
System
and
strategies
companies
can alsoTechnology
prepare themselves
for the
low-carbon
FTSE
Environmental
Index Series.
These
are
transitiondeveloped
and contribute
to positive
assessments
investors
and managed
byclimate
FTSE Russell,
part ofbyLondon
and rating
agencies.
Stock
Exchange group but independent from London Stock
Exchange plc.
It is an assessment of credible governance which should enable
5.1.2 ThetoGreen
Economy
Markrather
methodology
will continueof
to align
companies
set credible
targets
than an assessment
with FTSE Russell’s
approach
as it evolves.
climate performance
or the quality
of targets
that a company has
set.
on publicly
available
information,
butand
provided
privately,
5.1.3Based
FTSE
Russell has
strong,
independent
transparent
the Climate
Governance
provides a measure
whether
there
governance
for itsscore
methodologies.
For thoseoflisted
in 5.1.1
is credible
governance
around climate
a seriousness
of approach
governance
is provided
by the and
FTSE
Environmental
Markets
which should
in turn
enable a which
company
to setofappropriate
targets
Advisory
Committee,
consists
senior market
and achieve
strong emissions
reduction performance.
(see Exclusions
practitioners
who are representative
of appropriate
sectors of
for morethe
detail).
investment community and those with specific
environmental markets expertise.
The purpose of the Committee is to provide a forum to interact
with index
users, relevant experts and environmental markets
How does
it work?
specialists with a view to enhancing the underlying
methodologies of the Environmental Markets Classification
The underlying
the Green
Score Revenues
is that of the
Transition
Systemmethodology
(EMCS), the for
FTSE
Classification
PathwaySystem
Initiative’s
(TPI) Management
Quality
Score
(MQS).
(GRCS),
and associated
indexes
such
as theTPI
FTSE
is a global
initiative led Markets
by asset Index
owners
and supported
by assetby the
Environmental
Series,
for final approval
managers
which
aims to
empower
asset owners
to support action
FTSE
Russell
Product
Governance
Board.
on climate change and the low-carbon transition. Using publicly
5.2 Independence
of FTSEthe
Russell
research
coverage
and
disclosed
data, TPI assesses
progress
companies
are making
inclusion
on theIndex
transition
to a low-carbon economy in line with TCFD
recommendations.
TheofTPI
methodology
and data
The application
FTSE
Russell IP has
andacademic
data by London
Stock
rigour,Exchange
working inplc
partnership
with
the
Grantham
Research
Institute
does not influence FTSE Russell Research
and FTSE Russell (see Governance for more detail).
coverage, methodology development or inclusion within FTSE
Russell indexes. Changes to FTSE Russell products and
The Climate Governance Score expands the use of the MQS
services are made by FTSE Russell at its sole discretion.
methodology to all London-listed companies in the FTSE Russell
research universe. Eligible companies will be provided with a score
between 0 and 4 as well as their industry average, all from within
the issuer services platform on a confidential basis.
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3.0 Benefits
3.1

Existing issuers:

Online tool

Raised profile and visibility among investors that are focussed on the
Green Economy in addition to all current listing benefits.
All companies that are not covered by FTSE Russell can use the
free online tool to estimate their score to understand how investors
Note: This is included within current listing fees and does not change
would assess their integration of climate change considerations into
current listing rules and requirements.
business strategy. The tool identifies which areas companies should
focus on to improve their climate change management practices.
3.2
New Issuers (Primary or Secondary listings):

4.1.4 Funds (listed, SFS or AIT) that can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of London Stock Exchange that their public
prospectus, investment strategy and active investments are
aligned with
the FTSE
Environmental
The Transition
Pathway
Initiative
(TPI) Markets Classification
4.2 assessment
London Stock
Exchange
TPI’s
comprises
tworetains
parts: sole discretion to allow, refuse
or revoke qualification for the Green Economy Mark.
– Management Quality Score – the quality of companies’
4.3management
London Stock
Exchange
maygas
allow
Issuers that
qualified
of their
greenhouse
emissions
and have
of risks
and
opportunities
related
to the low-carbon
transition.
for the Green
Economy
Mark to retain
it (at the sole discretion
of London
Stock Score
Exchange)
an agreed carbon
period, performance
should their
– Carbon
Performance
– howforcompanies’
green
fall temporarily
and marginally
now and
in revenue
the futurepercentage
might compare
to the international
targets
below the
50% threshold.
and national
pledges
made as part of the Paris Agreement.

Companies
receive
a score
via the
platform
An additionalthat
reason
to list
in London
to issuer
benefitservices
from visibility
to can
also
use the toolinvestors
to see a breakdown
theGreen
methodology,
asissuer
well as
green-focussed
at IPO as a of
new
Economy
and
to receive recommendations on which metrics they should focus on in
inclusion within London Stock Exchange’s international Green
their reporting.
Economy cohort for events, networking and profile opportunities.

4.4
Qualification for the Green Economy Mark does not influence
Its MQScoverage
assessment
criteria
is aligned
to andRussell,
modelled
on TCFD
or index
inclusion
by FTSE
which
is
recommendations
and basedby
onFTSE
19 indicators.
places companies
governed exclusively
Russell. It
However,
it
at one of five levels ranging from Level 0 – Unaware to Level 4 –
establishes alignment with FTSE Russell’s methodology
Strategic assessment.

3.3

Companies progress through the assessment by answering yes to
every question at each level. A company needs to answer yes on all
5.0
Governance
of
the questions
pertaining to a level before they can advance to the
next level.
5.1
Methodology
Eligibility
5.1.1 To ensure a robust, credible and investor-relevant
methodology
Green
Mark, London
FTSE Russell
assess underlying
companiesthe
based
on Economy
the MQS methodology
on an annual
and the
London
Exchange
will from
update
Stockbasis
Exchange
applies
theStock
taxonomy
and data
thethe
Climate FTSE
Governance
Score ofMarkets
companies
shown in the
issuerand
services
Environmental
Classification
System
platformFTSE
in Q4 Environmental
annually.
Technology Index Series. These are
developed and managed by FTSE Russell, part of London
Stock Exchange group but independent from London Stock
Exchange plc.

All Issuers:

Benefits
• Methodology alignment with FTSE Russell equity index inclusion /
overweighting criteria on climate and green revenues indexes

–
 Be
redible
builds
onofcorporate
climate action
benchmark
• C
part as
of a
cohort
Green Economy
companies
invitedwith
to
both
academic
rigour
and
large-scale
institutional
support
dedicated events and collectively profiled in periodic
– Ucommunication
sing recognisedcampaigns
industry reporting
companies
can
as well standards,
as an annual
Sustainable
identify
what
information related to climate is considered material
Finance
event.
to investors and is informing their investment decision making
• Marketing Asset (Green Economy Mark) for use on the issuer’s
– Companies can understand which metrics to focus on to improve
own London Stock Exchange web site profile page and marketing
their climate disclosure
materials/platforms, subject to the appropriate Terms &
– CConditions.
ompanies can compare performance to industry peers
– Provided privately to issuers as an educational resource.
3.4
Investors:
•

Visibility of the green economy across London Stock Exchange
markets & segments for international public equity.

Governance
• Greater issuer and green economy market engagement
opportunities via events and analysis.
Recognised standards alignment

Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)

4.0 recommendations
Qualification
criteria
The
of TCFD
are rapidly becoming a global
industry standard for reporting on climate change risk and
opportunities.
In some
jurisdictions,
UK,issuers
it has listed
4.1
The Green
Economy
Mark isincluding
awarded in
tothe
equity
becomeonmandatory
for some
companies
report against
London Stock
Exchange’s
MaintoMarket
or AIM, them.
in any
segment as follows:
Its recommendations are helping companies provide better
4.1.1 Theto
issuer
is included
FTSE
Russell’s
Revenues
information
support
informedwithin
capital
allocation
andGreen
more broadly
data model,
with appropriately
green revenues
publicly
disclosed,risks
or and
to help financial
markets
price
climate-related
estimated
by
FTSE
Russell,
which
meet
or
exceed
50%
of of
opportunities. It is structured around four thematic areas comprised
annual
revenue
formanagement,
the most recent
governance,
strategy,
risk
andyear*
metrics and targets.
4.1.2

The issuer is included in FTSE Environmental Technology
Index Series and meets or exceeds 50% green revenues.

4.1.3

The issuer is not covered by FTSE Russell research or
indexes and provides a mapping of its revenues against the
Green Revenues Taxonomy that, in aggregate, represent
50% or more of total annual company revenues

Exclusions
5.1.2 The Green Economy Mark methodology will continue to align

with FTSE Russell’s approach as it evolves.
Managing
greenhouse
gas strong,
emissions
and integrating
climate change
5.1.3 FTSE
Russell has
independent
and transparent
into business strategy is one element of preparing for the low-carbon
governance for its methodologies. For those listed in 5.1.1
transition. Of equal importance is actual emissions, their trajectory,
governance is provided by the FTSE Environmental Markets
and how this compares to international targets as part of the UN Paris
Advisory Committee, which consists of senior market
Agreement aimed at drastically reducing carbon emissions to limit
practitioners who are representative of appropriate sectors of
global warming to two degrees above the pre-industrial level.
the investment community and those with specific
markets
Though environmental
there is a general
trend expertise.
that good carbon management

systemsThe
canpurpose
lead to lower
emissions,
carbon amanagement
of the future
Committee
is to provide
forum to interact
is not anwith
indication
of current
emissions.
index users,
relevant
experts and environmental markets
specialists with a view to enhancing the underlying
The London
Stock Exchange’s
Climate Governance
is
methodologies
of the Environmental
MarketsScore
Classification
thereforeSystem
not an (EMCS),
assessment
of
companies
carbon
emissions,
the FTSE Green Revenues Classification
current or
predicted,
and should
be seen as
an isolated
assessment
System
(GRCS),
and associated
indexes
such as
the FTSE
of a companies
management
of
climate
change
considerations
andthe
Environmental Markets Index Series, for final approval by
integration
intoRussell
business
strategy
rather thanBoard.
a recognition
FTSE
Product
Governance
of a companies’ carbon performance.
5.2 Independence of FTSE Russell research coverage and
inclusion
FutureIndex
developments

application
FTSEwill
Russell
IPaddress
and datacompanies’
by Londoncarbon
Stock
FutureThe
iterations
of theofscore
seek to
Exchange
plc does
nota influence
FTSE
Russell Research
emissions
pathways
to give
holistic view
of companies
progress
coverage,
methodology
development
or inclusion
FTSE
towards
low-carbon.
This will take
time and needs
to be within
in partnership
Russell
indexes. Changes
to FTSE with
Russell
products
and will
with other
stakeholders
and engagement
clients.
The Score
services
are
made
by Russell,
FTSE Russell
at its
sole discretion.
continue
to align
with
FTSE
TPI and
appropriate
climate
engagement frameworks as they scale up and evolve.
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3.0 Benefits
3.1

Existing issuers:

Contact

Raised profile and visibility among investors that are focussed on the
Green Economy in addition to all current listing benefits.
For any queries in relation to your Climate Governance Score
please contact sustainablefinanceenquiries@lseg.com
Note: This is included within current listing fees and does not change
current listing rules and requirements.
3.2
New Issuers (Primary or Secondary listings):
Appendices
An additional reason to list in London to benefit from visibility to
green-focussedbreakdown
investors at IPO as a new Green Economy issuer and
Methodology
inclusion within London Stock Exchange’s international Green
Economy
LEVEL
0 cohort for events, networking and profile opportunities.

Q1
3.3
All Issuers:
Does your company acknowledge climate change as a
• Methodology
alignment
with FTSE Russell equity index inclusion /
significant
business
issue?
overweighting
criteria
on
climate
green
indexes
Consider whether your business
has and
a policy
or revenues
an equivalent
statement
action
on climate
change;invited
have set
• Be partcommitting
of a cohorttooftake
Green
Economy
companies
to
greenhouse
gas
emission
reduction
targets;
or
publish
information
dedicated events and collectively profiled in periodic
on your
operational campaigns
greenhouseas
gas
emissions.
communication
well
as an annual Sustainable

If yes
– proceed
Finance
event.
If no – placed at level 0
• Marketing Asset (Green Economy Mark) for use on the issuer’s
own1London Stock Exchange web site profile page and marketing
LEVEL
materials/platforms, subject to the appropriate Terms &
Q2 Conditions.
Does your company recognise climate change as a relevant
3.4
Investors:
business risk and/or opportunity?
• you
Visibility
thetogreen
economy
London
Stock Exchange
If
answerofyes
two or
more of across
the following
questions,
markets
segments for international public equity.
please
select&‘Yes’
• IsGreater
and
economy
market engagement
–
there a issuer
process
to green
manage
climate-related
risks?
via events
and analysis.
– Hopportunities
ave you set long-term
quantitative
targets for reducing

greenhouse gas emissions?

– H
 ave you incorporated climate change performance into
renumeration
for senior executives?
4.0
Qualification
criteria

– A
 re climate change risks and opportunities incorporated into your
strategy?
4.1company
The Green
Economy Mark is awarded to equity issuers listed
– Do you
climate
scenarioMain
planning?
on undertake
London Stock
Exchange’s
Market or AIM, in any
segment
as an
follows:
– Do you
disclose
internal price of carbon?

–
Have The
you issuer
ensured
between
climate
change
4.1.1
is consistency
included within
FTSE your
Russell’s
Green
Revenues
policies
and
the positions
taken
by trade
associations
of which
data
model,
with green
revenues
publicly
disclosed,
or
you are
members?
estimated
by FTSE Russell, which meet or exceed 50% of
annual revenue for the most recent year*
If yes – proceed
If
no
–
placed
at level
1
4.1.2 The issuer
is included
in FTSE Environmental Technology
Index Series and meets or exceeds 50% green revenues.

4.1.3

The issuer is not covered by FTSE Russell research or
indexes and provides a mapping of its revenues against the
Green Revenues Taxonomy that, in aggregate, represent
50% or more of total annual company revenues

4.1.4 Funds (listed, SFS or AIT) that can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of London Stock Exchange that their public
prospectus, investment strategy and active investments are
Q3 aligned with the FTSE Environmental Markets Classification
Do
have a Stock
company
policyretains
stating
your
commitment
to refuse
4.2 youLondon
Exchange
sole
discretion
to allow,
acting on
climatequalification
change issues?
reducing
your
emissions
or revoke
for the (e.g.
Green
Economy
Mark.
or improving your energy efficiency)
4.3
London Stock Exchange may allow Issuers that have qualified
If yes – proceed
for the Green Economy Mark to retain it (at the sole discretion
If no – placed at level 1
of London Stock Exchange) for an agreed period, should their
revenue percentage fall temporarily and marginally
LEVEL green
2
below the 50% threshold.

Q4
4.4
Qualification for the Green Economy Mark does not influence
Has your
company
set greenhouse
emissions
coverage
or index
inclusion by gas
FTSE
Russell, which is
reduction
targets?
governed
exclusively by FTSE Russell. However, it
Note that
these may
be quantified
or unquantified
establishes
alignment
with FTSE
Russell’s methodology
If yes – proceed
If no – placed at level 2

5.0 Governance
Q5
Has your company published information on its operational
greenhouse
gas emissions?
5.1
Methodology

If yes – proceed
5.1.1 To ensure a robust, credible and investor-relevant
If no – placed at level 2
methodology underlying the Green Economy Mark, London
LEVEL 3Stock Exchange applies the taxonomy and data from the
FTSE Environmental Markets Classification System and
FTSE Environmental Technology Index Series. These are
Q6
developed
andor
managed
by FTSE Russell,
part of London
Has a board
member
board committee
been nominated
by the
Stock
group but independent
from London
Stock
company
withExchange
explicit responsibility
for oversight
of the climate
change Exchange
policy? plc.
The Green Economy Mark methodology will continue to align
If5.1.2
yes – proceed
If no – placed
at level
3
with FTSE
Russell’s
approach as it evolves.
5.1.3 FTSE Russell has strong, independent and transparent
Q7
governance for its methodologies. For those listed in 5.1.1
Have measurable targets been set by the company for reducing
governance is provided by the FTSE Environmental Markets
greenhouse gas emissions?
Advisory Committee, which consists of senior market
These targets
shouldwho
haveare
been
set as quantitative
targets to
reduce
practitioners
representative
of appropriate
sectors
of
greenhouse emissions in relative or absolute terms.
the investment community and those with specific
If yes – proceed
environmental markets expertise.
If no – placed at level 3
The purpose of the Committee is to provide a forum to interact
with index users, relevant experts and environmental markets
Q8
specialists
withreport
a viewon
toemissions
enhancing from
the underlying
Does your
company
your supply chain
methodologies
of
the
Environmental
Markets Classification
and from the use of their products?
System (EMCS), the FTSE Green Revenues Classification
If yes – proceed
System (GRCS), and associated indexes such as the FTSE
If no – placed at level 3
Environmental Markets Index Series, for final approval by the
FTSE Russell Product Governance Board.
Q9

Has
company had
its operational
greenhouse
gas and
5.2 your
Independence
of FTSE
Russell research
coverage
emissions
verified by a third party?
Indexdata
inclusion
If yes –The
proceed
application of FTSE Russell IP and data by London Stock
If no –Exchange
placed at level
3 not influence FTSE Russell Research
plc does

coverage, methodology development or inclusion within FTSE
Russell indexes. Changes to FTSE Russell products and
services are made by FTSE Russell at its sole discretion.
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3.0 Benefits
Q10
3.1
Existing issuers:
Does your company support domestic and international efforts
Raised
profile
and visibility
among investors that are focussed on the
to
mitigate
climate
change?
Greencompany
Economy
in addition
to all current
benefits.climate
Your
must
demonstrate
supportlisting
for mitigating

change through membership of business associations that are
Note: This isand
included
listing fees
and does
not change
supportive,
if they within
have acurrent
clear company
position
on public
policy
regulation.
currentand
listing
rules and requirements.
If yes – proceed
3.2
New Issuers
or Secondary listings):
If
no – placed
at level(Primary
3
An additional reason to list in London to benefit from visibility to
Q11
green-focussed
investors
at IPOits
asmembership
a new Green and
Economy
issuer and
Does
your company
disclose
involvement
inclusion
within
London
Stock
Exchange’s
international
Green
in trade associations engaged in climate issues?
Economy cohort for events, networking and profile opportunities.
If yes – proceed
If no – placed at level 3
3.3
All Issuers:

Q12
• Methodology alignment with FTSE Russell equity index inclusion /
Is there
a processcriteria
at your
to manage
overweighting
oncompany
climate and
green revenues indexes
climate-related risks?
• Be part
of a cohort
of Green
to
Consider
whether
climate
changeEconomy
has beencompanies
integrated invited
into multidedicated
events and collectively
profiled or
in periodic
disciplinary
company-wide
risk management,
if there is a specific
communication
campaigns asprocess.
well as an annual Sustainable
climate-related
risk management
Finance
event.
If yes – proceed
If
– placed at
level(Green
3
• noMarketing
Asset
Economy Mark) for use on the issuer’s
own London Stock Exchange web site profile page and marketing
LEVEL
4
materials/platforms,
subject to the appropriate Terms &
Conditions.
Q13
3.4 your
Investors:
Does
company disclose materially important emissions
from your supply chain and from the use of their products?
• Visibility of the green economy across London Stock Exchange
If yes
– proceed
markets
& segments for international public equity.
If no – placed at level 4
• Greater issuer and green economy market engagement
Q14opportunities via events and analysis.
Have long term (more than 5 years) quantitative targets been set
by your company to reduce your greenhouse gas emissions?
If
yes –Qualification
proceed
4.0
If no – placed at level 4
4.1

4.1.4 Funds (listed, SFS or AIT) that can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of London Stock Exchange that their public
prospectus, investment strategy and active investments are
Q15 aligned with the FTSE Environmental Markets Classification
Does
company’s
renumeration
senior
executives
4.2 your
London
Stock Exchange
retainsfor
sole
discretion
to allow, refuse
incorporate climate change performance?
or revoke qualification for the Green Economy Mark.
If yes – proceed
4.3
London Stock Exchange may allow Issuers that have qualified
If no – placed at level 4
for the Green Economy Mark to retain it (at the sole discretion
Q16 of London Stock Exchange) for an agreed period, should their
greenchange
revenuerisks
percentage
fall temporarily
and marginally
Are climate
and opportunities
incorporated
into the
below
the 50% threshold.
company
strategy?
4.4 can
Qualification
foryes
theifGreen
Economy
Mark does climate
not influence
This
be answered
the company
incorporates
index inclusion
FTSE
Russell,
changecoverage
risks and or
opportunities
into by
their
strategy
and which
if they is
disclose
governed
exclusively
by FTSE
However,
it
the image
of climate
change risks
and Russell.
opportunities
on financial
planning.
establishes alignment with FTSE Russell’s methodology

If yes – proceed
If no – placed at level 4

5.0 Governance
Q17
Does your company undertake climate scenario planning?
If5.1
yes –Methodology
proceed
If no – placed at level 4
5.1.1 To ensure a robust, credible and investor-relevant
methodology underlying the Green Economy Mark, London
Q18
Stock
Exchange
appliesan
theinternal
taxonomy
andofdata
from the
Does your
company
disclose
price
carbon?
FTSE Environmental Markets Classification System and
If yes – proceed
FTSE Environmental Technology Index Series. These are
If no – placed at level 4
developed and managed by FTSE Russell, part of London
Stock Exchange group but independent from London Stock
Q19
Exchange plc.
Have you ensured consistency between your climate change
policies
andGreen
the positions
trade associations
of which
5.1.2 The
Economytaken
Mark by
methodology
will continue
to align
you are with
members?
FTSE Russell’s approach as it evolves.
If5.1.3
yes – proceed
FTSE Russell has strong, independent and transparent
If no – placed
at levelfor
4 its methodologies. For those listed in 5.1.1
governance

governance is provided by the FTSE Environmental Markets
Advisory Committee, which consists of senior market
practitioners who are representative of appropriate sectors of
the investment community and those with specific
environmental markets expertise.

criteria

The purpose of the Committee is to provide a forum to interact
with index users, relevant experts and environmental markets
specialists with a view to enhancing the underlying
methodologies of the Environmental Markets Classification
System (EMCS), the FTSE Green Revenues Classification
System (GRCS), and associated indexes such as the FTSE
Environmental Markets Index Series, for final approval by the
FTSE Russell Product Governance Board.

The Green Economy Mark is awarded to equity issuers listed
on London Stock Exchange’s Main Market or AIM, in any
segment as follows:

4.1.1

The issuer is included within FTSE Russell’s Green Revenues
data model, with green revenues publicly disclosed, or
estimated by FTSE Russell, which meet or exceed 50% of
annual revenue for the most recent year*

4.1.2

The issuer is included in FTSE Environmental Technology
Index Series and meets or exceeds 50% green revenues.

4.1.3

The issuer is not covered by FTSE Russell research or
indexes and provides a mapping of its revenues against the
Green Revenues Taxonomy that, in aggregate, represent
50% or more of total annual company revenues

5.2

Independence of FTSE Russell research coverage and
Index inclusion
The application of FTSE Russell IP and data by London Stock
Exchange plc does not influence FTSE Russell Research
coverage, methodology development or inclusion within FTSE
Russell indexes. Changes to FTSE Russell products and
services are made by FTSE Russell at its sole discretion.
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